




TO THE TEACHER 
PURPOSE The purpose of this Teacher's Guide is to
suggest an order of lesson activities that will result in
a systematic and logical presentation of the material
in Prep Course Lesson Book A of ALFRED'S BASIC
PIANO LIBRARY. It gives the teacher considerable
flexibility and is intended in no way to restrict the
lesson procedures.

FORM OF GUIDE The Guide is presented basically
in outline form. The relative importance of each
activity is reflected in the words used to introduce
each portion of the outline, such as EMPHASIZE,
SUGGESTION, IMPORTANT, OPTIONAL, etc. While
such words are used to indicate the authors' judgment
as to the significance of each item, everything in the
book should fall into the category of suggested
procedures. Each page in this guide is numbered
identically with Lesson Book A for easy reference.

GAPS AVOIDED BY “OVERLAPS” To ensure
PROBLEM-FREE progress throughout the course,
and to avoid GAPS that might impede progress, the
authors have used OVERLAPPING CONCEPTS
throughout the course. After a concept has been
introduced, it continues to be reinforced
simultaneously with the introduction of new concepts
(overlapping concepts).

A SOUND APPROACH TO READING Reading
readiness is developed in carefully paced steps: black-
key groups become the orientation for white-key
names. Rhythm moves from q to h to w, omitting any
concept of fractions. Large letter-notes on the page
match the same directional movement that will be
learned later on the staff. When the staff is
introduced, the student becomes very skillful with
stepwise movement upward and downward as well as
with repeated notes. Skips will be introduced in Level
B. Reading skills are greatly enhanced by the words
chosen for the pieces.

INTERACTION On almost every page, there are
comments leading to "Interaction" between the
teacher and student at the lesson. Such interaction is
valuable to the teacher in ascertaining whether
specific concepts actually have been learned.
Interaction is valuable to the student because such
focused discussion and demonstration leads to quicker
and more lasting musical development. If the student
is insecure with concepts, the teacher may wish to
review them.

DIVISION INTO UNITS AVOIDED Lesson Books in
ALFRED'S BASIC PIANO LIBRARY are not divided
into units. This allows the teacher to proceed at the
correct learning pace of the individual student or of
the group of students in a class lesson. When the
student grasps and understands the concepts being
presented, turn the page!

CORE MATERIALS All new concepts are introduced
in the Lesson Book. The Lesson Book, Theory Book
and Recital Book form the core of the course and
should be used with all students.

THE IMPORTANCE OF SUPPLEMENTARY
MATERIALS Numerous supplementary books and
materials are available to coordinate with the Lesson
Book and strongly reinforce every musical principle.
Teachers should choose supplementary materials to
meet the specialized needs of individual students and
introduce the new materials as recommended in this
Guide. These include the Activity & Ear Training
Book, Christmas Joy Book, Notespeller and Technic
Book. To heighten interest, Select Music Solos are
available for use from page 43 on. Mastery of the
musical and technical information contained in the
core books, together with the supplementary books,
will lead logically, comfortably and pleasurably to
further musical growth.

THE IMPORTANCE OF PRAISE Sincere praise
from the teacher is one of the most motivating factors
in teaching piano. Praise often accomplishes more
than admonition. Since students learn something
new on practically every page of Prep Course Lesson
Book A, the teacher has the opportunity to remind
them that they are constantly making progress.

RECORDINGS A compact disc and a General MIDI
disk are available. Both include a full piano recording
and orchestrated background accompaniment. The
use of these recordings will aid the student in
choosing appropriate tempos and playing correct
rhythms from the very beginning. In addition, the
recordings reinforce the important concepts that
constitute good musicianship. The recordings can be
used in the lesson as a “reward” for learning the piece
or at home to encourage practice.

The authors hope that this Teacher’s Guide will be a
source of ongoing musical pleasure both to teachers
and students.

WILLARD A. PALMER, MORTON MANUS,
AMANDA VICK LETHCO
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THE FIRST PIANO LESSON
The first lesson requires careful planning and pacing.
An ideal goal would be for the student to cover all
material as far as page 11 in the first lesson.
Students who achieve this goal will go home with an
introduction to the following:

• Posture at the keyboard

• Fluent response to finger numbers

• Use of a little weight when dropping into a key to
make soft tones

• Use of more weight when dropping into a key to
make louder tones

• Importance of playing with a rounded hand

• Awareness of Right hand and Left hand

• Concept of stepping up and stepping down the
keyboard

• Concept of low sounds and high sounds

• Recognition of groups of 2 black keys and 3 black
keys

• q and h

• Bar lines

• Measures

• Double bar at end of piece

• “Sing Along!” (for left hand)

• “End of Song” (for right hand)

Some of the pages from page 4 to 11 should be taught
quickly. This Teacher’s Guide will give suggestions for
presenting those pages that require special care and
emphasis.

NOTE: This is not a method of playing by FINGER
NUMBERS!  By beginning on the BLACK KEYS, the
student learns fluent response to finger numbers
without associating any number with any specific
KEY, black or white!

BLACK KEYS are used as a beginning for the
following reasons:

• They “stick up” above the white keys and are easily
found with eyes on the music, or even with the eyes
closed.

• Fingers curve easily on black keys.

• Black-Key groups make tuneful beginning pieces.

• Black-Key groups will be used as the basis for
learning letter names of white keys.

IMPORTANT! At the first lesson, the following cannot
be overemphasized:

• Play with a rounded hand.

• Count aloud.

• Keep eyes ON MUSIC.

• LISTEN!

These concepts become progressively more difficult if
neglected in the beginning. Avoid the necessity for
remedial teaching in later lessons, after poor habits
are formed.
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GOALS

• Understanding and
observing good posture
at the keyboard.

• Beginning to build a
gently rounded hand.

KEY WORDS

• Sit tall! (A positive
statement is preferable
to a negative one, such
as “Don’t slump.”)

• Arms hang loosely from
shoulders. (Relaxing
shoulders prevents
tension in the arms.
Lack of tension results
in more beautiful tones.)

• Knees slightly under keyboard (for more arm
freedom).

• Feet flat on a book or stool if student’s feet do not
reach the floor (for security and balance).

• Curve your fingers! Curved fingers make it easier
to play the piano. A rounded hand is helpful in
controlling tone and in playing smoothly.

• Hold the bubble gently! It is never too early to
develop playing without stiffness.

INTERACTION

Student reviews the posture points and demonstrates
each one, with the teacher’s help, if necessary.
Student demonstrates the rounded hand position:

• In the lap.

• On a book.

• On the keyboard.

MORE INTERACTION

Student holds fingers straight. All fingers have
different lengths. Playing with fingers of different
lengths would be like trying to walk with legs of
different lengths. When fingers are curved, lengths
become equal!

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Pages 2–3 of Theory Book A.
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GOALS

• Preparation to ensure
success in first efforts
at playing by helping
the student learn to call
each finger into play 
at will.

• To make the student
aware of loud and soft
tones and how they are
produced.

• To teach the student to
LISTEN.

• To continue building a
rounded hand.

EMPHASIZE

Moving fingers in the air in response to numbers
asked for. This skill will make first efforts at playing
easier.

IMPORTANT

A little time spent here may save much time later.

KEY WORDS

Drop into key. Little weight = soft tone. More weight
= louder tone. (For first efforts, have student play
slowly in order to “feel” the difference, dropping into
the key with a little weight and then with 
more weight.

LISTEN

Before you play any key, decide how you want it to
sound. Do the tones sound as intended?

SUGGESTION

Let the student observe the hammer striking strings
as you play a key (if construction of the piano
permits).

INTERACTION

Student and teacher take turns calling out some
fingers to wiggle. Student makes some soft tones on
random keys, then some louder tones.

ALTERNATE GAME

Simon says, “Wiggle 2s,” etc.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Pages 3–4 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Pages 4–5 of Theory Book A.
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Proceed as rapidly as
possible on this page!

GOALS

• To identify 2-black-key
groups.

• To gain a fluent
response to finger
numbers 2 and 3.

• To understand concept
of HIGH notes and
LOW notes.

SUGGESTION

Hold a page of paper over
the black keys, leaving
only the white keys
showing. All the white keys
now look alike. Remove the paper. The keyboard now
looks different, and groups of 2 black keys are easy to
find.

IMPORTANT

Black keys are used as an introduction to teaching
keyboard topography. Because they begin playing on
black keys, students will always feel at ease playing
black keys. Two black keys are first played together,
then separately.

EMPHASIZE

We go DOWN the keyboard to the LEFT. We go UP
the keyboard to the RIGHT.

CONTINUING

• We STEP DOWN to neighboring keys with
neighboring fingers: LH 2, 3.

• We STEP UP to neighboring keys with neighboring
fingers: RH 2, 3.

POINT OUT

The elephant is making low sounds with his trunk.
The mouse is making high sounds on the flute.

INTERACTION

The student plays a STEP DOWN on several groups
of 2 black keys (LH finger 2, then 3). Student plays 
a STEP UP on several groups of 2 black keys 
(RH finger 2, then 3). Student plays several LOW
notes. Student plays several HIGH notes.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 5 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Pages 6–7 of Theory Book A.
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Proceed as rapidly as
possible on this page!

GOALS

• To identify 3-black-key
groups.

• To gain a fluent
response to finger
numbers 2, 3 and 4 in
different keyboard
areas and to avoid
associating any finger
with any key.

EMPHASIZE

“Next-door” keys are
played by “next-door”
fingers: 2, 3, 4.

PRACTICE SUGGESTION

Without playing the notes, move from one group of 3
black keys to the next. (This gesture develops ease in
moving over the keyboard.) Do the same with groups
of 2 black keys.

INTERACTION

• Student plays a low note from a group of 3 black
keys, then a low note from a group of 2 black keys.

• Student plays a high note from a group of 3 black
keys, then a high note from a group of 2 black keys.

• Student says “Go-ing down” while moving down the
keyboard playing all 3 black keys at once with 
LH 2, 3, 4.

• Student says “Go-ing up” while moving up the
keyboard playing all 3 black keys at once with 
RH 2, 3, 4.

POINT OUT

The elephant is making low sounds and the mouse is
making high sounds.

INTERACTION

The student plays a STEP DOWN on several groups
of 3 black keys (LH finger 2, then 3 and 4). Student
plays a STEP UP on several groups of 3 black keys 
(RH finger 2, then 3 and 4).

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 6 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Pages 8–9 of Theory Book A.
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Teaching q here (then
later h and w) moves
from small to larger
note values, thus
eliminating the need to
think in fractions.

GOALS AND
OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

Show the student that
four new things are being
learned: bar line,
measure, q and counting.
Other things are being
reviewed: left hand, low
notes, group of 2 black
keys and the response to
LH finger numbers 2 and 3.

This concept of overlapping new information with
information already grasped is a most important
teaching technique followed in Alfred’s Basic 
Piano Library.

KEY WORDS

• Bar lines divide equal measures of four q s in 
this piece.

• Note-stems DOWN for LH notes. LH finger
numbers are under the note head.

• The words to the song tell the student very
important information. “Left hand playing,
Hear the low notes!”

NOTE

It is always good to have the student sing the lyrics
when the words help teach the concepts. When the
student is shy about singing, the teacher can 
sing along.

POINT OUT

Left hand plays on the left page. The bears are
holding up their left arms. Ask the student to hold up
his or her left arm.

INTERACTION

The student claps and counts eight q s. Use any
counting system you prefer. The student plays “Left
Hand Playing” in the air, moving 2 and 3 as indicated.
(“Choreography” in the air is a useful technique that
prepares for later success on the keys.) Student points
to bar lines and says how many q s are in each
measure.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Pages 7–8 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Flash Card 1.

• Page 10 of Theory Book A.

*Next to the GM icon is the corresponding Type 0 file
number and, in parentheses, the Type 1 file number.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

• q Rhythm

• Bar lines

• RH

• 2-black-key group

• High notes

GOALS

• To develop fluent
response of RH fingers
2 and 3.

• To introduce the double
bar at the end of 
the song.

• Student keeps eyes on
the music while playing.

KEY WORDS

• Double bar line.

• Note-stems UP for RH notes.

• Eyes on music.

IMPORTANT

The words of the song continue to tell the student
important information. “Right hand playing, Hear the
high notes!”

INTERACTION

The student tells the teacher what is different about
the last bar line in the piece. The student claps and
counts “Right Hand Playing.” Use any counting
system you prefer. The student should understand
that pages 8 and 9 combine to make one song.

OBSERVATION

Asking questions is the way to discover exactly what
the student has grasped. Review may be necessary
and will result in smoother progress.

NOTE

RH plays on the right page. The bird is conducting
with his or her right wing. RH finger numbers are
above the note heads.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 9 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Page 11 of Theory Book A.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

• q Rhythm

• Bar lines

• LH

• 3-black-key group

• Measures

GOALS

• To continue to develop
fluent response to LH
finger numbers 2 and 3,
with the addition of
finger number 4.

• To use LH fingers in a
new position to avoid
the association of any finger number with any key.

• To introduce h

EMPHASIZE

The student must feel the inner pulse on h s. This
concept may be taught by adding an extra arm
gesture on the inner pulse when clapping h s. Use
any counting system you prefer. The student claps
once for each note, NOT for each count.

IMPORTANT

LH plays on the left page. The words tell the student
important information: “Left hand plays.”

INTERACTION

The student tells the teacher which notes in “Sing
Along!” are q s, and which are h s. The student claps
and counts the rhythm in “Sing Along!”

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENT

• Page 10 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Flash Card 2.

• Page 12 of Theory Book A.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

• q q h Rhythm

• 3-black-key group

• Double Bar

GOALS

• To continue to develop
fluency in RH finger
numbers 2 and 3, with
the addition of finger
number 4.

• To use RH fingers in a
new position to avoid
the association of any
finger number with 
any key.

• To complete the song begun on page 10.

IMPORTANT

The rhythms on pages 8–11 combine to prepare for
pieces to come:

q q q q | q q h

EMPHASIZE

The words to the song help the student remember the
definition of Double Bar: “End of Song!”

INTERACTION

• The student points out the similarities of “Sing
Along!” and “End of Song!”

• The student claps and counts the rhythm of 
both pieces.

• RH plays on the right page.

POINT OUT

The mice are reaching out with their right paws.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 11 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Page 13 of Theory Book A.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

• The rhythm of the first
two measures of this
piece combine the
rhythm of “Left Hand
Playing” (page 8) with
“Sing Along!” (page 10):

page 8 + page 10

q q q q + q q h =  

page 12

q q q q | q q h

• No new finger numbers
are introduced.

GOALS

• To begin a familiar song on 3 black keys.

• To continue developing LH finger responses.

• To review familiar rhythms.

• Rhythmic stability and fun when played as a duet!

EMPHASIZE

Playing indicated finger numbers is EASY.
Neighboring fingers play neighboring keys.
Repeating finger numbers play repeating keys.

POINT OUT

The page on the LEFT SIDE of the book is played
with the LH. The boy in the boat is pointing with his
left hand.

IMPORTANT

The student should clap the rhythm with loose, free
gestures, keeping a steady beat. Check to be sure the
student feels the inner pulse on h s.

INTERACTION

The student plays “Merrily We Roll Along” in the air,
using correct fingers and rhythm. It may also be
played silently on the fallboard of the piano.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 12 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Pages 2–3 of Christmas Joy Book A.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

• Reviews rhythms of
previous pages.

• Reviews finger
numbers of previous
pages.

• Reviews Double Bar.

GOALS

• To complete the song
begun on page 12.

• To continue to develop
RH finger number
response.

• To introduce one new
concept: w (count whole
notes by any system you prefer).

SUGGESTION

The student may tap the rhythm of “O’er the Deep
Blue Sea” using a loose fist tapping across his or her
upper chest. Also have the student repeatedly clap
and count aloud on the patterns in this song.

POINT OUT

• The page on the RIGHT side of the book is played
by the RH.

• The top bird is flapping his/her right wing; the
bottom bird is saluting with his/her right wing.

CONCLUDING

Play the duet after the student is secure on notes 
and rhythm.

RECOMMENDED

The student may bring a cassette recorder to the next
lesson so the teacher can record the duet part.
Subsequent duets may be added to each lesson. This
way, at each practice session the student will review
all pieces with duet parts. It’s fun! Each piece should
also be practiced without the duet part, because all
the pieces are attractive solos as well.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 13 of Activity & Ear Training Book A

• Pages 4–5 of Christmas Joy Book A.

• Flash Card 3.

• Pages 14–15 of Theory Book A.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

• Reviews rhythm of
“Merrily We Roll Along”
and also stresses the
understanding of h s.

GOALS

• Secure finger number
response of LH 
2, 3 and 4.

• Steady rhythm, feeling
the inner pulse on h s.

• To introduce dynamic
signs: p (piano) and 
f (forte).

• Understanding the word
DYNAMICS.

EMPHASIZE

• Dropping into a key with less weight for p,
more weight for f.

SUGGESTION

The student finds a 3-black-key group without looking
at his or her hand.

PROCEDURE

The student claps quietly for the first two piano
measures, and claps loudly for the last two forte
measures, always in rhythm.

When clapping the rhythm of “Hand-Bells,” clap and
swing on half notes (on the second count of h , swing
the arms while holding the palms together). This
helps the student feel the inner pulse on h s.

POINT OUT

Music for the LH is on the LEFT PAGE. The boy is
holding the bell in his LEFT HAND.

INTERACTION

The student points to the piano sign and defines it,
then points to the forte sign and defines it. The
student plays some random black keys piano and
other random black keys forte.

CONCLUSION

Proceed to the next page, if practical.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 14 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Flash Cards 4–5.

• Page 16 of Theory Book A.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

• Applies principles of
page 14 to RH.

• Reviews w

• Reviews dynamic signs
p and f.

GOALS

• Introduces the 
repeat sign �

PROCEDURE

Same as for “Hand-Bells”
for LH.

POINT OUT

Music for the RH is on the RIGHT PAGE. The girl is
holding a bell in her RIGHT HAND.

INTERACTION

• The student points to � and tells what it means.
The student rings some low bells with LH 3 on the
middle black key of the lowest 3-black-key group,
then some high bells with RH 3 on the middle black
key of the highest 3-black-key group. This
strengthens concepts necessary to the locating and
naming of white keys in later lessons. Use of 3rd
finger to ring bells helps review the rounded-hand
concept and matches the hand position used on
these two pages.

• The student claps the rhythm quietly for measures
1 and 2, then claps the rhythm loudly for measures
3 and 4.

CONCLUDING

Play the duet with the student, observing the repeat
sign. Always check for good posture and rounded
fingers!

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 15 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Flash Card 6.

• Pages 4–5 of Solo Book A.

• Page 17 of Theory Book A.
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This page begins a new
section in which the
student learns fluent
recognition of white-
key names (in relation
to black-key groups
and through the use of
letter notes).

GOAL

Fluent recognition of each
A on the keyboard.

EMPHASIZE

Each A is quickly
recognized from its
position in relation to
groups of 3 black keys.
(This concept has been carefully introduced,
beginning with page 6.)

SUGGESTION

Have the student close his or her eyes and visualize
how A looks (between the 2nd and 3rd black keys in
any group of 3 black keys).

EMPHASIZE

The LOWEST key on the piano is A.

POINT OUT

The carrots in the illustration make the letter A!

INTERACTION

The student plays each A on the keyboard saying,
“A, between the 2nd and 3rd black keys in the group
of 3 black keys.”

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 16 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Page 2 of Notespeller Book A.

• Page 18 of Theory Book A.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

Keyboard topography has
been well established
through actual playing on
the 2- and 3-black-key
groups. Because of this,
students easily grasp the
identification of white
keys by their positions in
relation to the black-key
groups.

The concept that notes
sound higher and higher
as they go higher on the
keyboard is also
reinforced on this page
when the student plays and
names every white key going up the keyboard.

GOALS

• Thorough understanding of the use of the musical
alphabet, ABCDEFG.

• Ease in recognition of any white key from its
position in or near a black-key group.

• Freedom in moving from any white key to a
different white key with the same name.

• Naming and playing every white key on the piano.

PROCEDURE

Call attention to the position of each white key in
relation to its own 2- or 3-black-key group. Move
through the musical alphabet.

Have the student quickly name and play all the keys
on the piano. Use LH 3 to play notes below Middle C.
Change to RH 3 at Middle C. Use of the 3rd finger
gives the student an opportunity to check for a well-
rounded hand.

SUGGESTION

After following the above procedure, have the student
identify white keys in random order, first in relation
to 2-black-key groups, then in relation to 3-black-key
groups; for example, C, E, D, then F, B, G, A, then
reverse the order.

POINT OUT

The illustrations help reinforce the letter names and
locations of the white keys: Apple, Boy, Cat, Dog,
Easter Egg, Frog, Girl. These pictures are fun for the
student!

IMPORTANT

Flash cards may be used to particular advantage
here. Students should use them for daily drills at
home. Emphasize immediate recognition of each
white key after only a fleeting glance.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 17 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Flash Cards 7–13.

• Page 3 of Notespeller Book A.

• Page 19 of Theory Book A with pages 17–18.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

• Rhythm vocabulary is
the same as in previous
lessons.

• Review of piano
dynamic sign.

• Review of �
• LH fingering lower

than notes.

GOALS

• Letter notes are used to
teach the key names of
A, B and C in the
Middle C position.

NOTE

Key names are now used in alphabetical order,
beginning with the first letter, A. Only three keys are
used in the LH, employing the fingers that are easiest
to use, 3, 2, 1.

PROCEDURE

Review and emphasize the four steps for teaching and
practicing each new piece.

INTERACTION

The student plays “A Mellow Melody” saying note
names and observing � . The student plays “A
Mellow Melody” counting aloud.

IMPORTANT

Check for a rounded hand when the student plays
white keys!

POINT OUT

Clouds in the picture form A, B, C.

CONCLUDING

Play the duet with the student as he or she says the
letter names of the solo part.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 18 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Page 4 of Notespeller Book A.

• Page 2 of Technic Book A.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

• Review of rhythm
pattern used by LH in
“A Mellow Melody.”

• Review of forte 
dynamic sign.

• Review of C in Middle
C Position, now played
by RH 1.

• Review of �
• RH fingering higher

than notes.

GOALS

• Letter names are used
to teach the key names of
D and E in Middle C Position.

• Counting aloud while playing. Use any counting
system you prefer.

NOTE

• Key names continue to be dealt with in alphabetical
order, overlapping Middle C, which was played by
LH 1 in “A Mellow Melody.”

• RH employs the easiest fingers to use: 1, 2, 3.

INTERACTION

Same as for “A Mellow Melody.”

CONCLUDING

Play the duet with the student as he or she says the
letter names of the solo part.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page l9 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Page 5 of Notespeller A.

• Pages 6–7 of Solo Book A.

• Page 3 of Technic Book A.

• Page 20 of Theory Book A with pages l9–21.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

• Rhythm patterns

• �
• RH = stems up (concept

introduced on page 9).

• LH = stems down
(concept introduced on
page 8).

GOALS

• Alternate use of hands
within one piece.

• Stem up and stem
down concepts are now
combined in one piece.

• No new notes are introduced.

INTERACTION

• Student points to RH notes and says “Right” for
each note.

• Student points to LH notes and says “Left” for 
each note.

• Student says letter names of measures 1 and 2
many times, then letter names of measures 3 and 4
many times.

• Student says letter names of all 4 measures.

• Student taps and counts the rhythm of all 
4 measures.

• Student plays “Come and Play!” in the air, being
sure to keep the rhythm steady.

• Student plays the piece.

• Play the duet with the student as he or she counts
aloud.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 20 of Activity & Ear Training Book A with
pages 20–21.

• Page 6 of Notespeller Book A.

• Page 8 of Solo Book A with page 20 or 21.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

• Rhythm patterns.

• Same letter notes as
page 20.

• Alternate use of hands.

GOALS

• Extended use of fingers
1, 2, 3 in RH.

• Extended use of fingers
1, 2, 3 in LH.

• The first approach to
playing faster: “How
fast can you play it?”

• To play one octave
higher than written for the duet.

IMPORTANT

As always, a rounded hand and curved fingers make
this piece easier to play. It is FUN to say the words
fast and play the piece fast at the same time!

INTERACTION

• The student plays the notes on a book or table with
the correct rhythm. Gradually increase the speed
on each repetition of the piece.

• Ask the student to point to things on the score that
have been in other pieces. Can the student define
the familiar elements? Perhaps the teacher will
need to help.

NOTE

The rubber bumpers on the baby buggy!

CONCLUDING

• Play the duet with the student. Stress the
importance of keeping the rhythm steady, even
though the tempo of the piece is faster than 
other pieces.

• Playing one octave higher than written for the duet
is a new experience that adds to the student’s
freedom at the keyboard.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 7 of Notespeller Book A.

• Page 4 of Technic Book A.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

• The student proceeds
from the three keys in
each hand used in
“Tongue-Twister,”
adding only one new
key for each hand:
LH G and RH F.

• Alternating two
measures of RH with
two measures of LH.

GOALS

• Understanding and
comprehension of

4
4

time signature.

• Extending Middle C Position to include G in LH
and F in RH.

• Continued experience with letter notes, which
include every key in the musical alphabet.

NOTE

The student moves from “known keys” to the new
ones, using fingers 1, 2, 3 before playing 4.

SUGGESTION

Review the location of all letter notes in relation to
groups of black keys.

CONTINUING

The student writes counts in the music, using any
counting system you prefer. Have the student add up
the note values in each measure of “My Clever Pup.”

EMPHASIZE

After “measuring” 4 counts, we have a bar line.

KEY WORDS
4
4 Time Signature.

REMEMBER

Use any counting system you wish.

INTERACTION

The student points to the time signature and defines it.

CONCLUDING

Play the duet as the student says note names.
Observe � . Check for rounded hand.

IMPORTANT

The student will enjoy the “woofs” in the duet part!

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 21 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Pages 6–7 of Christmas Joy Book A.

• Flash Card 14.

• Page 8 of Notespeller Book A.

• Page 9 of Solo Book A with page 22 or 23.

• Page 5 of Technic Book A.

• Pages 21–22 of Theory Book A.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

•
4
4 time signature.

• Alternating 2 measures
of LH with 2 measures
of RH.

• No new letter notes.

• No new rhythms.

GOALS

• Continued fluency in
changing from one
hand to the other.

• Continued experience
with 

4
4 .

PROCEDURE

• Review the definition of 
4
4 .

INTERACTION

• Student claps the rhythm at piano dynamic level.

• Student claps one measure of 
4
4 , taking turns with

the teacher clapping one measure. Continue for
several rhythm exchanges between student 
and teacher.

• Student says letter names of “Kitty Cat” while
clapping the rhythm quietly.

• Student writes counts in the music.

IMPORTANT

The student will enjoy the “meows” in the duet part.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 22 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Page 9 of Notespeller Book A.

• Page 23 of Theory Book A with pages 23–24.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

• Rhythm patterns.

• Change from RH to LH.

• Previously learned keys
are used in each hand
(LH: C–F, RH: C–G).

GOALS

• Adding one new key for
each hand: RH G and
LH F.

• This addition of
another note at each
end of Middle C
position puts all five
fingers of both hands 
in use.

• Alternating hands in the same phrase.

IMPORTANT

• Student moves from “known keys” to new ones,
playing fingers 1, 2, 3, 4 before adding 5.

• Student plays “Roller Coaster” in the air.

PROCEDURE

• Student plays “Roller Coaster,” saying letter notes
in rhythm.

• Student writes counts in the music.

POINT OUT

• The shape of the roller coaster in the picture follows
the direction of the notes in the piece!

OPTIONAL

Play “Roller Coaster” fast!

CONCLUDING

Play the duet with the student as he or she says the
letter names of the solo part.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 23 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Page 10 of Notespeller Book A.

• Page 6 of Technic Book A.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

• Same as for “Roller
Coaster,” but with 5
keys (LH: C–F,
RH: C–G) used in 
each hand.

GOALS

• Review of the same
elements as in 
“Roller Coaster.”

• To introduce a new
dynamic sign: F
(mezzo forte).

IMPORTANT

This piece will be learned very quickly because of its
similarity to “Roller Coaster.”

INTERACTION

• Student says “mezzo forte,” using the Italian
pronunciation: “met-so for-tay.”

• Student plays several random notes at the 
F dynamic level, then several random notes 
at the p dynamic level.

• Student points out similarities to “Roller Coaster.”

CONCLUDING

Play the duet as the student says the note names.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 24 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Flash Card 15.

• Page 11 of Notespeller Book A.

• Pages 10–11 of Solo Book A.

• Page 7 of Technic Book A.

• Page 24 of Theory Book A.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

RH position is
unchanged. Only three
new keys are used in the
new LH position. The
rhythms are exactly the
same as on the preceding
page.

GOALS

• Extending knowledge of
keyboard topography to
C Position.

• Review of F.

PROCEDURE

The student matches his or her hand position to the
keyboard diagram at the top of the page.

NOTE

The easiest fingers are used first in both hands. LH
plays a “mirror pattern” of the RH, which ensures
equal development of the hands.

IMPORTANT

The words to the song help the student to remember
the names of the keys: “C” plays C, “E-zy” plays E,
“CDEFG” plays those keys, “Gee” plays G and “as you
can see” ends on C.

CONTINUING

Ask the student to point out all places where a word
matches the key being played.

INTERACTION

• Student locates and names keys in C Position.

• Student points out that the LH and RH are playing
the same letter names one octave apart.

POINT OUT

One bird in the sea (“C!”) is waving its right wing and
the other bird (in a new position out of water) is
waving its left wing.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 25 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Page 12 of Notespeller Book A.

• Page 8 of Technic Book A.

• Page 25 of Theory Book A.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

• Same as for 
“C Position.”

• Review of new LH
notes C, D, E.

GOALS

• Further experience
playing in a new
position.

• Recognizing that RH
and LH play a mirror
image of each other.

PROCEDURE

• Student says finger
numbers while playing RH measures, then says
finger numbers while playing LH measures.
The finger numbers are in the same sequence for
both hands!

• Student says letter notes played by the LH 
many times.

POINT OUT

It is important to be able to say the musical alphabet
forward and backward.

INTERACTION

Student plays “For My Teacher!” at a 
F dynamic level.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 26 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Page 13 of Notespeller Book A.

• Page 9 of Technic Book A.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

• Hand position is the
same as on the previous
page.

• Review F.

• Review of note names
in C position.

GOALS

• New time signature 
3
4

• New note value h .

KEY WORDS

•
3
4 Time Signature

• Dotted Half Note

PROCEDURE

• Introduce 
3
4 time signature.

• Introduce h . The function of the dot may or may
not be explained at this time.

• Explain that h . fills up one whole measure in 
3
4 .

Also, q q q fills up one whole measure in 
3
4 time.

• Student plays “Sailing,” counting out loud 
while playing.

INTERACTION

• Student claps and counts h . s.

• Student points to 
3
4 and defines it.

• Student points to the notes that fill up one 
whole measure.

• Student writes in and totals the counts in “Sailing.”

SUGGESTION

Encourage the student to memorize several pieces
and always have them ready to share with family 
and friends.

CONCLUDING

Play the duet part as the student says the names of
the keys in the solo part.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 27 of Activity & Ear Training Book A 
with pages 28–29.

• Pages 8–9 of Christmas Joy Book A.

• Flash Cards 16–17.

• Page 10 of Technic Book A.

• Page 26 of Theory Book A with pages 28–29.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

Everything is a review 
of the previous page 
of “Sailing” but with 
the LH.

GOAL

Additional experience
with 

3
4 , h . s and LH 

C position.

NOTE

This is an excellent time
to review concepts that
have been learned and to
expand the student’s
keyboard experience.

POINT OUT

• LH plays “mirror pattern” of RH.

• Importance of keeping eyes on the music when
reading from the music.

• Importance of a rounded hand and curved fingers.

• Avoid tension and stiffness in the wrist and fingers.

• Fingers should drop into keys using the tip of pads!

• Avoid collapsed nail joints.

• To build a rounded hand, the student knocks gently
on a book (as if knocking on a door with loose fist).
From the loose fist position, gently extend the
fingers into playing position. No downward
pressure. Repeat many times, first with LH, then
with RH. Keep the wrist resting lightly on 
the book.

IMPORTANT

For expanded keyboard awareness, AFTER a piece is
learned, the student may play it one octave higher or
lower than written. This concept is often used in
Prep A Lesson Book when the student plays one or
two octaves higher for the duet.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 14 of Notespeller Book A with pages 28–29.

• Pages 12–13 of Solo Book A with 
pages 28–29 or 30.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

Same hand position as
previous 4 pages.

3
4 time

and h . are reviewed.

GOALS

• Further application of
3
4 : h + q fill up one
whole measure.

• Review of piano
dynamic level.

IMPORTANT

The “feel” of the rhythm 

h q is most easily
grasped when it is
repeated in several consecutive measures. The h . in
measure 4 gives a feeling for the end of the musical
phrase and allows time for the eye to move down to
the next line. Remind the student to keep his or her
eyes on the music!

INTERACTION

The student writes counts under notes and totals the
counts in each measure of “Wishing Well.”

Note RH and LH are “mirror patterns.” See if the
student comments on this.

CHECK

Is the student maintaining proper posture and
playing with rounded fingers?

CONCLUDING

Play the duet part after the student is secure with the
new rhythm.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 28 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Page 15 of Notespeller Book A.

• Page 11 of Technic Book A.

• Page 27 of Theory Book A.
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This page begins a new
section in which the
student starts to learn
fluent recognition of
notes on all lines 
and spaces of the 
grand staff.

GOALS

Instant recognition of line
notes and space notes.

KEY WORDS

• Staff

• Line Notes

• Space Notes

INTERACTION

The student uses his or her pencil point to locate
imaginary line notes and imaginary space notes on
the staff at the top of page 31, saying the kind of note
(line or space) before he or she points to a line or 
a space.

• Teacher says “space note,” and the student uses a
pencil to point to any space on the staff.

• Teacher says “line note,” and the student uses a
pencil to point to any line on the staff.

IMPORTANT

The concepts of line notes and space notes must be
secure with the student before progressing to the
Bass Clef sign on the next page.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 29 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Pages 16–17 of Notespeller Book A.

• Page 28 of Theory Book A.
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This is a very
important page. It
begins the approach to
actual interval reading
that will be used in
Alfred’s Basic Piano
Library. The words to
“F, same, still the
same” reinforce
“sameness,” and
stepping up and down.
These concepts will be
further developed in
later lessons.

GOALS

• Understanding and
instant recognition of
the Bass Clef Sign.

• Instant recognition and playing of the F indicated
by the Bass Clef sign.

• Notes repeated on the same line or space repeat the
same key.

• Notes stepping down to the next line or space step
down to the next white key.

• Notes stepping up to the next line or space step up
to the next white key.

KEY WORDS

• Bass Clef sign

• F Line

• Bass Staff

• Repeated notes

• Step down to the next white key

• Step up to the next white key

IMPORTANT

Point out that the Bass Clef sign came from the letter
F and indicates the particular F below middle C.

INTERACTION

• Student points to the F clef line F and plays the
particular F it indicates below Middle C.

• Student points out that the words to “F, same, still
the same,” etc., actually tell what notes to play.

• Student says the letter names of the notes.

NOTE

Some young students have said that the Bass Clef
reminds them of half a Valentine!

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 30 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Flash Card 18.

• Page 18 of Notespeller Book A.

• Page 29 of Theory Book A.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

This page exemplifies
the phrase “arranging
success” for the student.
Actually, they already
know “Rain, Rain”
because it is a direct
repeat of “F, same, still
the same” from page
32. Although the notes
are the same, letter
notes are being
gradually omitted.

NOTE

The insertion of a friend’s
name in measure 7 of “Rain, Rain” is very appealing
to students.

INTERACTION

• Student points to the music and says, “F, same,
same, same, same, same, step down, step down, step
down, step up, step up, step up,” etc., according to
the direction and distance between the notes in
“Rain, Rain.”

• Student plays “Rain, Rain” using the words to 
“F, same, still the same, etc.”

• Student plays “Rain, Rain” naming the notes as
they are played.

IMPORTANT

Much time spent now on pages 32 and 33 will result
in faster reading progress later.

CONCLUDING

Play the duet.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 31 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Page 19 of Notespeller Book A.

• Page 12 of Technic Book A.

• Pages 30–31 of Theory Book A with pages 33–34.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

• LH plays the same
range of notes as in
“Rain, Rain” but with
the addition of LH 1 on
G twice in the piece.

• Begins and ends on F
to review and reinforce
Bass Clef F.

GOALS

• Extending Bass Clef
notes to all five 
LH fingers.

• Letter notes are
omitted, except for the
first note on each line.

INTERACTION

• Student says, “same,” “step up” or “step down,”
according to the music.

• Student draws light pencil lines from note to note
as a visual aid:

OPTIONAL

Point out that the words to “Mrs. Murphy’s”
are delicious!

CONCLUDING

Play the duet.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 32 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Page 20 of Notespeller Book A.

• Page 14 of Solo Book A.

• Page 13 of Technic Book A.

F
etc.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

• Same notes as in “Mrs.
Murphy’s House,” but
the piece now begins
with LH 1.

• This piece is a review of
previous concepts and
will be easy for the
student.

GOALS

• Additional experience
with notes on the 
Bass staff.

• Additional stepwise
reading experience.

INTERACTION

• Student says “step down” or “step up,” according to
the music.

• Student plays “Look at Me!” in the air.

• Student says note names, with the teacher’s help,
if necessary.

• Student plays “Look at Me!” as a solo.

NOTE

The boy in the picture is playing the piano with his
left hand!

CONCLUDING

Play the duet.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 33 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Page 21 of Notespeller Book A.

• Page 15 of Solo Book A.

• Page 14 of Technic Book A.

• Page 32 of Theory Book A.
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GOALS

• Understanding and
instant recognition of
the Treble Clef sign.

• Instant recognition and
playing of the G
indicated by the Treble
Clef sign.

• Reinforcement and
review of up and down
concepts.

KEY WORDS

• Treble Clef

• G Line

• Treble Staff

INTERACTION

• Student points to the G clef line G and plays the
particular G it indicates above middle C.

• Student points out that the words to “G down,
down, up, G” tell what to play.

• Student points to the notes and says “G, step down,
step down, step up, step up,” etc.

• Student says names of letter notes.

IMPORTANT

Point out that the Treble Clef sign came from the
letter G and indicates the particular G above middle C.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 34 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Flash Card 19.

• Page 22 of Notespeller Book A.

• Page 33 of Theory Book A.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

Success of the student is
assured because the notes
of “A Happy Song” were
learned when the student
played the bottom line of
page 36. Also, the second
line is the same as the
second line of “Look At
Me!” on page 35, except
that it is now played 
with the RH in the 
Treble Staff.

GOALS

• Further development of
awareness of Treble 
Clef G.

• Further development of “stepping down,”
“stepping up” or “same note.”

• Letter notes continue to be phased out.

INTERACTION

• Student points to each note of “A Happy Song,”
saying “step down,” “step up” or “same note.”

• Student says note names of “A Happy Song.”

CONCLUDING

• Play the duet with the student.

• The student may say note names of the solo part
while playing, if desired.

• Student may count aloud while playing the duet.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 35 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Page 23 of Notespeller Book A.

• Page 15 of Technic Book A.

• Pages 34–35 of Theory Book A with pages 37–39.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

Same treble clef notes as
in “Happy Song.”

GOALS

Additional RH experience
with notes on the 
Treble Staff.

KEY WORDS

“Gee” occurs in the song
when the student is
playing Treble Clef G.

INTERACTION

• Student draws light
arrows in pencil from
note to note to make a “map” of “Gee, we’re Glad!”:

• Student says note names in rhythm, with the
teacher’s help, if necessary.

CONCLUDING

Play the duet.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 36 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Page 24 of Notespeller Book A.

• Page 16 of Solo Book A.

• Page 16 of Technic Book A.

G

etc.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

• C position

• Review of piano
dynamic level.

• Second line is inversion
of first line.

GOALS

Further development of
rhythmic reading
experience.

INTERACTION

• Student claps and
counts the rhythm,
using any counting
system you prefer.

• Student says note names in rhythm.

• Student plays “Little Bird” quietly and gently.

• Always observe the �
POINT OUT

The little girl is pointing to “Little Bird” with her
right hand. The piece is played by the RH and is on 
a RH page.

CONCLUDING

Play the duet. Can the student identify the bird
chirps in the duet part?

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 37 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Page 25 of Notespeller Book A.

• Page 17 of Solo Book A.

• Page 17 of Technic Book A.
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Names of notes on lines
and spaces should not
be taught at this time.
They are introduced a
few at a time on the
pages that follow. The
concept of the
continuity of the notes
of the grand staff from
low notes to high notes
is the important thing
at this time.

GOAL

Understanding that the
notes of the Grand Staff
continue from low notes
to high notes. As notes
are written higher and higher on the Grand Staff,
they are played higher and higher on the keyboard
and sound higher and higher in pitch.

KEY WORDS

• Grand Staff (review Bass Staff and Treble Staff).

• Brace (point out the brace in lower left corner of
page, joining the Bass Staff and the Treble Staff).

INTERACTION

• Student defines the Grand Staff as Treble and Bass
Staffs joined together with a brace.

• Student points out that a short line for Middle C
may be added when needed, between the Bass Staff
and Treble Staff.

CONCEPT TO BE THOROUGHLY UNDERSTOOD

As notes go higher on the Grand Staff, they go higher
on the keyboard, sound higher in pitch and proceed
through the letters of the musical alphabet.

POINT OUT

In the picture above the Grand Staff, frogs are singing
the low notes, the kitty and the girl are singing notes
around Middle C, and birds are singing the high
notes.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 38 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Flash Cards 20–30.

• Page 26 of Notespeller Book A.

• Page 36 of Theory Book A.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

• All keys and rhythms
used on this and the
remaining pages in the
book have been
previously used.

• F is reviewed.

GOALS

• Note reading in 
C Position on the
Grand Staff.

• Letter notes are phased
out, except for the
beginning note on 
each line.

PROCEDURE

Point out that the words to “Position C” name the
notes that are being played, and also tell when they
go UP or DOWN.

NOTE

When the words to a song give the student 
important information, the learning process 
is easier and quicker.

INTERACTION

• Student claps the rhythm, making sure to feel the
inner pulses on the w s. Clap on beat 1 and swing
the arms on beats 2, 3 and 4, keeping the hands
together.

• Student points to places in “Position C” where the
words tell what note to play.

• Do “ice skating” in the air! With a rounded LH,
make gestures to show the direction of the LH
notes: ^ ( — — — )  ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ ( — — — )

Repeat the procedure with the RH, showing the
direction of the RH notes.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 39 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Any pieces on pages 10–16 of Christmas Joy Book A
after completing page 41.

• Page 27 of Notespeller Book A.

• Pages 18–19 of Solo Book A.

• Page 18 of Technic Book A.

• Page 37 of Theory Book A with pages 41–42.
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42

OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

• C position

• Reviews piano dynamic
level.

• LH is a mirror image 
of RH.

• Student plays the duet
one octave higher.

GOALS

More reading experience
with h s and w s.

IMPORTANT

• Play moderately slow.

• Play quietly.

• Always observe �
• Optional “Amens.”

INTERACTION

• Student shows the direction of the RH notes by
moving a gently rounded RH in the air (in rhythm).

• Student shows the direction of the LH notes by
moving a gently rounded LH in the air (in rhythm).

• Student claps the rhythm, being sure to feel the
inner pulses on h s and w s.

CONCLUDING

Play the duet. By playing the duet one octave higher,
the student gains more experience with playing in a
different keyboard register.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 40 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Page 28 of Notespeller Book A.

• Page 20 of Solo Book A with page 42 or 43.

• Page 19 of Technic Book A.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

• Same notes and
rhythms as in previous
lessons.

• First two measures are
the same on both lines.

GOALS

• To introduce the
direction of note stems
according to position of
the note on the staff.
Notes ABOVE or ON
the middle line have
stems pointing DOWN.
Notes BELOW the
middle line have stems
pointing UP.

NOTE

The note stem directions make notes easier to read
and also make the staff look neater. Stemming rules
apply for the rest of the book!

INTERACTION

• Student points to each note and explains why the
stem points up or down.

• As the teacher says “stem up,” the student points to
a place on the staff where a note stem would point
up (if there were a note on that line or space).

• Same procedure for “stem down.”

CONCLUDING

Play the duet.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 41 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Page 29 of Notespeller Book A.

• Page 20 of Technic Book A.

• Page 38 of Theory Book A.

• The following Sheet Music Solos, to be assigned
anytime after page 43:

Baa, Baa, Black Sheep by Judith Howard (#6181)
Fuzzy Wuzzy Worm by Martha Mier (#6193)
The Golden Trumpet by Martha Mier (#6100)
Humpty Dumpty by Judith Howard (#6195)
A Visitor/Shhh! by John Robert Poe (#14252)
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

• Review of F and f
dynamic levels.

• No new rhythm
patterns or notes.

GOALS

• Moderately fast piece
for students to enjoy.
(This piece is a
favorite!)

• Review of stem
directions.

• Further development of
reading skills. Letter
notes are completely
phased out from here on.

INTERACTION

• Student draws arrows in pencil from note to note,
making a “map” of “Christopher Columbus.”

• Student claps the rhythm F for the first two
measures in each line, then f for the last two
measures in each line.

• Student says note names in rhythm.

• Ask student, “Which measures are alike?”

IMPORTANT

• Point to a note and ask the student to explain why
the note stem points up or down.

• Expanded keyboard experience when the duet is
played one octave higher.

CONCLUDING

Play the duet. The student will want to observe the
repeat because the piece is so much fun to play!

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 42 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Page 30 of Notespeller Book A.

• Page 21 of Solo Book A.

• Page 21 of Technic Book A.

• Pages 39–40 of Theory Book A with pages 44–47.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

Everything is a review.

GOAL

Enjoyment of a piece for
which the student has
been carefully prepared.

INTERACTION

• Student “choreographs”
the direction of the
notes in the air, using
the RH for the first line
and the LH for the
second line.

• Student says note
names in rhythm.

• Review rules for note stem directions.

CONCLUDING

Play the duet. Student plays TWO octaves higher
than written for added experience at playing in other
keyboard registers.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 43 of Activity & Ear Training Book A.

• Page 31 of Notespeller Book A.

• Pages 22–23 of Solo Book A.

• Page 22 of Technic Book A.
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OVERLAPPING
CONCEPTS

•
3
4 time signature

• C position

• Two pages combine to
make one song.

• Review of forte

• LH is a mirror image 
of RH

GOALS

• Playing “happily”
because so much has
been learned and 
Prep A has been FUN
to complete!

• Playing a faster piece.

INTERACTION

• Student claps and counts “Graduation Song” slowly,
then moderately, then fast. (Be sure to keep a
steady beat at each tempo.)

• Student plays slowly, then repeats the song at a
moderate tempo, then repeats it fast.

• Student draws arrows to make a “map” of
“Graduation Song.”

NOTE

Congratulate the student on the happy completion of
Prep A.

CONCLUDING

Play the duet (both pages) and enjoy the culmination
of much excellent foundation work.

SUGGESTED ASSIGNMENTS

• Page 44 of Activity & Ear Training Book A with
pages 46–47.

• Page 32 of Notespeller Book A with pages 46–47.

• Page 24 of Solo Book A.

• Page 23 of Technic Book A.
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This page may be
used for an 

Optional Review.

1. Tell what kind of note
this is: q

How many counts does
it get?
Tell what kind of note
this is: h

How many counts does
it get?
Tell what kind of note
this is: h .

How many counts does
it get?
Tell what kind of note
this is: w

How many counts does 
it get?

2. How many beats in each measure of 
4
4 time?

What kind of note gets one beat?

3. How many beats in each measure of 
3
4 time?

What kind of note gets one beat?

4. Tell the meaning of each of the following dynamic
signs: p f    F

5. Name each of the following notes. Play them all.

6. Tell the name of this sign:
&

7. Tell the name of this sign: ?

8. Tell the name of this sign: �
9. What is this:

&

?

&

?

4

4

4

4

œ œ œ œ
œ œ œ œ

w

w
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Alfred’s Basic Piano Library offers nine perfectly graded beginning series which are designed 
to prepare students of all ages for a successful musical learning experience.  With the exception  
of Alfred’s Basic Adult Piano Course, which is complete in itself, all of the beginning series  
are interchangeable at several levels (see arrows below), and lead into the main Alfred’s Basic 
course, which is complete through Level 6 (seven levels all together).  This course, then, is the most 
flexible of any method in allowing the teacher to personally design a specific curriculum according to 
the age and needs of each individual student.  On completion, the student is ready to begin playing 
the great piano masterworks.
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